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1. Start with a point

2. Vector Point
Component: Move

3. Connect two points
Component: Line

4. Vector Point down 1100mm
Component: Move

5. Connect center point and
vectored point
Component: Line

6. Mirror three points from center
at a <45 to create endpoints for closed
ellipse

<45

7. Create control points in a rectangle
and connect 4 corner points in
an ellipse to allow for curved edges

10. Copy ellipse and vector it
450m vertical of original
Component: Move

11. Loft between ellipses/ Extrude vertically
Component: Loft

<15

9. Rotate ellipse <15 around the YZ 
plane (0.261 radians)

8. Scale down ellipse at top x%

12. Rotate top ellipse from center
independantly counter-clockwise to
cause tightening, connecting lines stay
about the same length while interior
ellipses get smaller

12b. Continue twisting counter clockwise
to create more tightening (about 2.281 radians)

Assignment 6A: Canton Tower Psuedo Code

Changing the distance of the vector will 
alter the size and shape of the following ellipse

Changing the distance of the vector will 
alter the size and shape of the following ellipse

Changing mirror angle will warp the 
shape of the ellipse

Changing this distance will change the final
height of the form
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Percentage of scale will change the size
and shape of final form

Percentage of shear will affect roof
angel as well as angles of interior ellipses
after rotation

Degree of rotation will affect orientation 
of roof structure, twist in form, and diameter of
smaller “waist” of form

Error in creating ellipse in Grasshopper-
solved by drawing curve in Rhino first
Component: Curve

Changed from step 10

Changed from step 11, operation changed
from shear to rotate

Changed from step 8

Changed from step 9

Unnecessary Step, only 3 points 
needed to make a sphere


